DISASTROUS FIRE ON THE EAST SIDE

Warehouses, Cars and Docks Burned.

IT STARTED IN AN ELEVATOR

Loss Exceeds Two Hundred Thousand Dollars.

SPARKS CROSS THE RIVER

Eastern Lumber Company's Plant Is
Aid, but the Flames Are
Said to Be of
Much Damage.

HITCH REMOVED ABOUT SAKHALIN

Divergent Views About Fortifications on Island Adjusted.

NEITHER WILL FORTIFY

Russia Thought Agreement Only Applied
in Japan's Half-America
Agreed on Effective
After Treaty Is Signed.

AGREE ON DIFFICULT POINTS

Wire and Russo-Central Treaty Without
of Treaty is the

HITCH THOUGHT AGREEMENT

Japan Breaches Conditions of Peace Treaty
Japan's Half-America
Agreed on Effective
After Treaty Is Signed.
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